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Strengthening the Community College Engineering Pipeline Using Tablet PCs and Online Instruction

Abstract

The California Community College system has been very successful in providing affordable and accessible education to diverse student populations by allowing them to complete all of their lower-division coursework and then transfer to a four-year institution to complete a bachelor’s degree. Recent developments, however, have threatened the viability of engineering programs in California community colleges, endangering this very important pipeline in the engineering educational system. The increasing divergence of the lower-division requirements among different four-year institutions and among the different fields of engineering, coupled with the recent State budget crisis has forced many community colleges to cancel low-enrollment classes and high-cost programs including those in engineering.

In response to this situation, Cañada College, a federally designated Hispanic-serving institution in the San Francisco Bay Area, has developed an innovative program entitled Online and Networked Education for Students in Transfer Engineering Programs (ONE-STEP). Funded by the National Science Foundation Engineering Education and Centers through the Innovation in Engineering Education and Curriculum, and Infrastructure (IEECI) program, ONE-STEP aims to improve community college engineering education through the use of Tablet-PC and wireless network technologies. The program includes a Summer Engineering Teaching Institute that will assist community college engineering faculty in developing a Tablet-PC-enhanced interactive model of engineering instruction, and implementing online courses using CCC Confer—a videoconferencing platform that is available free of charge to all faculty and staff of the California Community College system. ONE-STEP will also develop partnerships with community colleges currently without an engineering program to design and implement a Joint Engineering Program that is delivered through CCC Confer. The program has the potential to significantly increase the viability of engineering programs by increasing teaching efficiency and effectiveness with minimal additional costs.

1. Introduction

The critical role that community colleges play in building a larger and more diverse workforce that is educated in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) fields has long been recognized. Specifically, community colleges are an important source of prospective engineering students for several reasons: (1) millions of students attend them; (2) many women and students from underrepresented minorities attend community colleges; and (3) many community college students in engineering do not transfer to four-year engineering programs after earning their two-year degree.

The California Community College system has grown to be the largest system of higher education in the world, serving close to 3 million students every year, and providing affordable and accessible education to diverse student populations. Students are able to complete all of
their lower-division coursework at a community college and then transfer to a four-year institution to complete a bachelor’s degree. In 2007, for instance, nearly half of California State University (CSU) and University of California (UC) graduates began their college years at a community college—and, upon transferring to a four-year institution, obtained GPAs equal to, or better than, “native” CSU or UC students. The success of California community college transfer students is consistent with a recent national study based on a database tracking of students from 21 flagship universities showing that students who transferred from community colleges graduate at the same rate as those who enrolled as first-time freshmen, despite being more likely to be from low-income families and more likely to have not had great pre-college academic credentials.

For years, this 2+2 concept worked well for community college engineering students. In 2002, the California Council on Science and Technology reported that 48 percent of graduates with engineering degrees from the California university systems (UC and CSU) began at community colleges and then transferred. This was made possible by a common set of lower-division courses—commonly referred to as “the core”—required by four-year engineering programs and replicated at community colleges. Students were able to start their engineering coursework at a local community college with the option of transferring to one of the many four-year schools across the state.

Recently, the diversification of transfer requirements among university engineering programs, driven partly by the continual improvement process required by ABET 2000 criteria, has led to the erosion of the core, and has increased the number of courses that community colleges must offer in order to maintain transfer options to different engineering majors and different universities. The diversification includes variability of requirements for students in the same major transferring to different institutions, as well as for students in different majors transferring to the same university, and has resulted in declining enrollments in community college engineering programs. The erosion of the core lower-division curriculum, coupled with recent budget crises in California, is threatening the viability of community college engineering programs all over the state. In response to this pressing need to strengthen community college engineering programs, Cañada College, submitted a successful grant proposal to the National Science Foundation. This paper is a description of this NSF-funded project that attempts to improve community college engineering education using technology, and establish collaborations and partnerships among institutions in order to increase the viability of community college engineering programs in the State.

2. Struggling California Community College Engineering Programs

Engineering is an important transfer program in California community colleges, with over 100 community colleges that have students who transfer to four-year schools as engineering majors. However, the numbers of these transfer students have been decreasing. Figure 1 shows the distribution of California community college students who transferred to University of California (UC) and California State University (CSU) in 2008 as engineering majors. Of the 101 colleges with engineering transfers, the average number of transfers from a college was 21.3 students (median of 17.0 students). In fact, 78 of the 101 colleges transferred less than 30 students, and 44 colleges had fewer than 15 transfers each. In light of the current budget crisis in California, a
significant number of these small engineering programs will have difficulty sustaining their programs due to cancellation of courses with low enrollments.
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**Figure 1.** Distribution among individual California Community Colleges of engineering transfers to UC and CSU in Fall Term 2008. Of the 101 colleges with engineering transfers, 78 colleges transferred less than 30 students each, accounting for exactly 50% of the 2,148 total transfers. Median number of transfers = 17.0 students; Mean number of transfers = 21.3 students. Data are from California Postsecondary Education Commission.8

To further illustrate the decline of California community college engineering programs, the number of transfer students in CSU and UC engineering programs is compared with those in all other majors. As shown in Figure 2, approximately 33% of all UC and CSU engineering graduates in 2008 transferred from a community college (individually, 23% of UC and 41% of CSU graduates).
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**Figure 2.** UC and CSU engineering graduates for 2008 showing engineering transfer students from community colleges compared to students who did not transfer from a community college. Data are from California Postsecondary Education Commission.8
Although this percentage is impressive, if other disciplines are considered, the percentage of transfer students at the UC and CSU schools is even higher. Figure 3 shows that among all non-engineering bachelor’s degree recipients in 2008, 47% of all UC and CSU graduates were transfer students (individually, 30% of UC and 56% of CSU graduates). In other words, there is a relatively smaller representation of community college transfers among engineering graduates when compared to other majors.

**Figure 3.** UC and CSU graduates in all disciplines for 2008 showing transfer students from community colleges compared to students who did not transfer from a community college. Data are from California Postsecondary Education Commission.8

It is worth noting that the lower percentage of engineering transfer students among four-year degree graduates is not because engineering transfer students are less successful at UC and CSU. On the contrary, a 2002 UC study found that engineering transfers were actually more successful, in terms of both GPA and completion rates, than all other types of transfer students.9 Although there may exist a number of other possible explanations for why transfer students are relatively less common among UC and CSU engineering majors, certainly among the contributing factors is the increasing difficulty for community college engineering programs to offer engineering courses that are articulated with the increasingly diverging four-year engineering lower-division curricula.

California Council on Science and Technology Board Chair Karl Pister stated – on improving California's science and technology workforce pipeline – that “the community college system is a particularly crucial juncture where the state needs to focus attention if it wants to improve the production of science and math college graduates, particularly among underrepresented groups.”4 The CCST Task Force Report, California's Response to Rising Above the Gathering Storm, recommended that the state focus on transitions from community colleges to four-year institutions and to graduate schools. Clearly, to meet the future needs for science and technology workforce, California community college engineering programs have to improve their ability to produce successful transfer students by improving student learning and streamlining the transfer process. Four year institutions also need to take into account possible effects on community colleges of any changes they implement on their curriculum. Furthermore, to improve the entire
engineering education system, research efforts on innovative and effective instructional 
pedagogies in engineering should pay close attention not only to university engineering programs 
but to community college programs as well.

3. Online and Networked Education for Students in Transfer Engineering Programs

To address the problems resulting from the gradually decreasing ability of California community 
college engineering programs to produce enough successful transfer engineering students, 
Cañada College has developed the Online and Networked Education for Students in Transfer 
Engineering Programs (ONE-STEP). The project has two main focus areas for achieving 
program goals. The first one is the use of Tablet PCs to improve the effectiveness of engineering 
education, and to develop online instruction to increase productivity and improve viability of 
community college engineering programs. The second focus area is developing partnerships 
with community colleges without an engineering program to design a joint engineering 
curriculum that is delivered through CCC Confer, as well as establishing collaboration among 
existing community college engineering programs to better serve community college students 
interested in pursuing degrees in engineering.

Tablet-PC Enhanced Instruction

Various uses of technology have been found to be effective in enhancing the classroom 
experience to achieve more interactive and collaborative learning environments. These 
techniques include handheld wireless transmitters in Personal Response Systems (PRS),10 
various forms of computer-mediated collaborative problem solving,11 and the use of wireless 
Tablet PC technology.12,13

Tablet PCs are essentially laptop computers that have the added functionality of simulating paper 
and pencil by allowing the user to use a stylus and write directly on the computer screen to create 
electronic documents that can be easily edited using commonly available computer applications. 
This functionality makes Tablet PCs more suitable than laptop computers in solving and 
analyzing problems that require sketches, diagrams, and mathematical formulas. Combined with 
wireless networking technology, Tablet PCs have the potential to provide an ideal venue for 
applying previously proven collaborative teaching and learning techniques commonly used in 
smaller engineering laboratory and discussion sessions to a larger, more traditional lecture 
setting. Currently, the range of use of Tablet PCs in the classroom includes enhancing lecture 
presentations,13,14 digital ink and note taking,15 E-Books (books in electronic format) that allow 
hyperlinks and annotations,16 Tablet-PC-based in-class assessments,13,14 and Tablet-PC-based 
classroom collaboration systems such as Classroom Presenter,17 Ubiquitous Presenter,18 
NetSupport School,19,20,21,22 and DyKnow.23

As part of the ONE-STEP program a Summer Engineering Teaching Institute (SETI) will be 
held to help California community college engineering instructors use various models of Tablet-
PC-enhanced interactive model of instruction. The SETI curriculum will include the following 
instructional models of Tablet-PC use:
a. One-Tablet PC model similar to the one implemented by Rogers and Cox,\textsuperscript{13} wherein the Tablet PC is used mainly by the instructor in lieu of the traditional chalk and blackboard to generate class notes during instruction. Advantages of this model over the traditional approach include: generation of electronic documents of lecture notes that are available for later distribution, ability to use enhanced graphics and annotation capabilities, and more efficient coverage of course material with time-consuming steps preloaded in the class presentation. The single Tablet PC can also be passed around the classroom to allow students to show their work without having to “come up to the board.”

b. Several-Tablet-PCs model wherein several Tablet PCs are available for student use in groups of three or four. This model is effective in collaborative problem-solving sessions because it forces students to work together using a Tablet PC to analyze problems and generate solutions. Each group can then be asked to present their solution, giving the class an opportunity to see multiple approaches to the problem, as well as identify common misconceptions and errors.

c. Individual Student Tablet PC use for Real-Time Assessment. This model requires each student to have access to Tablet PC use during lectures to allow real-time formative assessment of individual student learning. This is an enhanced version of the Personal Response System (PRS),\textsuperscript{10} which only allows multiple-choice or short-answer questions. With a Tablet PC, individual student responses may also be submitted as sketches, and numerical solutions with multiple steps.

d. Fully Interactive Learning Network. For this instructional method, in addition to real-time assessment as in the previous model described above, various levels of two-way interactions between the instructor and individual students or groups of students, as well as among students within a given group will be explored. These interactions will enhance the instructor’s ability to solicit active participation from all students during lectures, to conduct immediate assessment of student learning, and to provide needed real-time feedback and assistance either individually or in groups to maximize student learning.

\textbf{Synchronous Online Teaching Using CCC Confer}

Online teaching is one of the fastest growing trends in educational technology in the U.S. A 2008 study\textsuperscript{24} released by the US Department of Education indicates that online enrollments are growing at substantially faster rates than overall higher education enrollments (12.9\% vs. 1.2\%), with over 3.9 million students (or over 20\% of all U.S. higher education students) taking at least one online course in the fall of 2007. In the September 2009 report on distance education issued by the California Community College Chancellor’s Office,\textsuperscript{26} it was reported that among California community colleges, the enrollment growth for distance education is even faster, with a growth rate of 18.8\% compared to 4.1\% for traditional education in 2008. However, of the 58,551 total courses offered at California community colleges in academic years 2006-07 and 2007-08, only 963 courses (or about 1.6\%) utilized synchronous interactive two-way audio and video delivery.
The 2008 Education Department study on online education in the U.S. also reveals that among the eight major discipline areas examined, engineering has a much lower online representation compared to others. There have been many studies on the reasons why higher education faculty choose to adopt or refrain from adopting online teaching pedagogies. Reasons for not participating in online instruction include concerns about academic integrity, and perceptions by some faculty and administrators that online courses are not equivalent in content, rigor, and level of achievement of learning objectives when compared to the traditional, face-to-face courses.

There have been numerous studies done across various disciplines to determine the effectiveness of online teaching and learning. The most comprehensive study to-date is a 2010 meta-analysis released by the US Department of Education, which included a systematic search for experimental or quasi-experimental studies of the effectiveness of online learning published in the literature from 1996 to 2008. This meta-analysis concluded that “on average, students in online learning conditions performed better than those receiving face-to-face instruction.” It should be noted that for studies included in this meta-analysis, the most common subject matter is medicine or health care. Other content areas include computer science, teacher education, social science, mathematics, languages, science and business. As with most previous studies on the effectiveness of online instruction, engineering is not well represented.

Studies of the effectiveness of online teaching in engineering have been limited. A recent study found no difference between final exam scores in the hybrid sections and the face-to-face sections of an Engineering Graphics course. Although supporting the effectiveness of online instruction in engineering, the hybrid instruction studied includes considerable (once a week) face-to-face instruction. The online portion of the course included voiced-over content presentations, software demonstrations, and sketching examples. A similar study shows how the provision of online lectures, audiovisual material, discovery-based learning activities and communication tools can improve the effectiveness of subject content delivery in engineering.

A recent study of the effectiveness of dual delivery mode (content is delivered simultaneously to on-campus students and online students) in an Introductory Circuits Analysis course shows no statistically significant difference in the levels of performance of the online and on-campus students despite favorable demographics for the on-campus group. In this study, synchronous delivery of lectures to online students is achieved using Elluminate Live!, a multipoint videoconferencing software application that is available for use free of charge to all faculty and staff of the California Community College system through CCC Confer. Online students also rated their experience in this online class to be better than other online courses they have previously taken. These results are particularly important for a small engineering program where budget cuts and low enrollments threaten the viability of course offerings and the program itself.

The ONE-STEP project will use the above model of synchronous delivery to help small community college engineering programs in California to increase their teaching productivity, as well as provide the opportunity for community colleges without engineering programs to offer core lower-division engineering courses to their students. Community college engineering faculty selected to participate in the Summer Engineering Teaching Institute will be trained to use Tablet PCs and CCC Confer to develop this instructional mode.
Developing Partnerships Among Community College Engineering Programs

A third major goal of the ONE-STEP program is to develop partnerships with community colleges without an engineering program to design and implement a joint engineering curriculum that is delivered through CCC Confer. It will also establish collaboration among existing engineering programs in order to better serve students.

The CA Engineering Liaison Council website lists less than 80 community colleges with engineering programs out of the 112 colleges in the California Community College system. Many of these programs only offer one or two courses every semester. It is the goal of ONE-STEP to improve these community colleges’ ability to offer a full range of lower-division engineering courses needed for transfer. This will make their students more competitive in the transfer process, and reduce the time that these students need to spend in four-year institutions to complete their degrees. This has the potential to increase the number of future engineers in the engineering educational pipeline while reducing the cost of their education.

In identifying partner institutions, colleges with existing Math, Engineering, and Science Achievement (MESA) Programs but do not offer engineering courses, or have limited engineering course offerings are given special consideration. To this effect, the effort to establish collaborations among community colleges is initiated through the CA MESA Statewide Office. This allows the program to take advantage of existing partnerships and relationships that are currently in place among community college MESA Programs.

4. Status of ONE-STEP Program

At the time of writing of this paper, the ONE-STEP program is only three months into its first year. The curriculum for the Summer Engineering Teaching Institute has been developed. The application processes for the 2011 Summer Engineering Teaching Institute and the Joint Engineering Program have been completed. The first group of ten SETI participants has been selected, and five partner institutions have been identified for the Joint Engineering Program.

The urgency of the current state of community college engineering transfer programs is manifested in the overwhelming response to the ONE-STEP program among engineering faculty. Within one week of having the online application available, 27 highly qualified applications were received, many expressing a sense of desperation.

The following is a short sampling of the situations that community college engineering faculty are facing.

- A tenured engineering faculty member from a Bay Area community college who has been a full-time faculty at the said institution since 1991 has been under reduced load (ranging from one-third to one-half of a full-time equivalent position) for the last two years since many of the courses she has been assigned have been cancelled due to low enrollment. Last semester, she was forced to take a Sabbatical leave. This semester she
is teaching at half load, and next semester she will either be forced to take another Sabbatical leave, or teach only a third of her normal load.

- A tenure track faculty from a Northern California community college who is on her fourth and final year before receiving tenure was given notice that the college would be downsizing its Engineering Department with only three core classes being offered (Circuits, Statics, and Materials) and dropping the rest of the engineering courses (Introduction to Engineering, Engineering Graphics, Surveying, and Intro to CADD/Drafting). As a result, her position was changed to a part-time position, and she would not be receiving her tenure.

- In many community college engineering departments all over the state, engineering courses are being cancelled, forcing engineering faculty to teach courses in mathematics. Although happy to keep their jobs, most of them are limited to teaching basic, remedial courses in pre-algebra, or elementary algebra. In many instances, engineering instructors are required to take math courses, or obtain degrees in mathematics to satisfy the minimum qualifications required to teach math.

5. Conclusion: The Future of California Community College Engineering Programs

A recent development in California higher education is the passing of SB 1440 bill, which establishes the Student Transfer Achievement Reform Act. SB 1440 would “require a student that receives an associate degree for transfer to be deemed eligible for transfer into a California State University." The associate degree for transfer would include a set of general education requirements and a defined set of courses in their major area, to be determined by the community colleges. This bill is intended to streamline the transfer process for community college students. However, for high-unit majors like engineering, designing a common lower-division curriculum for all CSUs can lead to further erosion of the core engineering curriculum.

In the past, as a response to the state legislature’s increasing pressure to streamline the transfer process for millions of California community college students, both the CSU and the UC systems have attempted to make the lower-division requirements more consistent. Although CSU’s Lower Division Transfer Pattern (LDTP) project and UC’s Intersegmental Major Preparation Articulated Curriculum (IMPAC) project have had success in creating common lower-division curricula for many majors, streamlining the curriculum for engineering majors has been a challenge.

For the LDTP statewide engineering pattern, there is a high degree of uniformity in the General Education classes, as well as the required courses in mathematics and physics, but a high variability in the required engineering courses for Civil, Electrical and Mechanical engineers. In fact, out of the 45 units of core courses in the LDTP engineering curriculum, not a single engineering course is common to all three majors. The rest of the major-specific lower-division curriculum that is needed to complete the 60-70 units needed to transfer is campus specific, which again results in variability in the curriculum, making it difficult for community colleges to develop curriculum that is widely articulated and to maintain programs that have healthy enrollments.
The results of the IMPAC project are even less promising. The project recommends an Engineering Transfer Curriculum (ETC) base that only includes one engineering course – Introduction to Engineering or Skills for Engineering Success, which is not even a required course for transfer to most UCs.\textsuperscript{10} In fact, the IMPAC 2005-2006 Annual Report does not even recommend using the ETC pattern, and instead recommends that the ASSIST\textsuperscript{57} web site be used as the best source of guidance for community college students who have decided on a specific engineering major and university campus.

It should be noted that the demand for engineering among students remains high; most engineering majors in almost all CSU and UC campuses are impacted. In community colleges however, class sizes that would have been big enough a few years ago are now being cancelled because of budgetary pressures that force colleges to cancel courses and programs that are expensive to offer. In some colleges, administrators base their decisions on program cancellations or downsizing based solely on productivity or efficiency (number of students served, and cost per student). Courses in engineering, which are typically higher, transfer-level courses with fewer students and require expensive lab equipment and supplies, are sacrificed in favor of basic or remedial courses in English as a Second Language (ESL), English, or low-level Mathematics that a majority of community college students need. As a result, many community college engineering students are unable to complete their lower-division course work, and are at a considerable disadvantage when they transfer to a four-year institution.

Most importantly, a significant number of the students from educationally disadvantaged communities will never hear about engineering, much less consider it as a career option, without engineering courses, engineering programs and engineering faculty in community colleges. The California higher education system has essentially dismantled a large portion of the engineering education pipeline, barring access to those students least likely to find a detour around the barriers that have been inadvertently created.

With the uncertainty in the future of California community college engineering curriculum, and even more budget crises looming, programs like Cañada College’s ONE-STEP are needed to help strengthen community college engineering programs. The Summer Engineering Teaching Institute has the potential to serve as an effective model of facilitating broad adoption of innovative instructional pedagogies that are based on research while the Joint Engineering Program may serve as a model for future institutional collaborations not only in engineering but in other disciplines as well.
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